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Judaism (from the Greek Ioudaismos, derived from the Hebrew ?????, Yehudah, Judah) is the religion of the Jewish
people, based on the principles and ethicsJudaism is the first Abrahamic religion. Due to their overwhelming refusal
over the centuries to convert to either of the other two Abrahamic faiths ChristianityJudaisms doctrines and texts have
sometimes been associated with violence. Laws requiring the eradication of evil, sometimes using violent means, exist
inCriticism of Judaism refers to criticism of Jewish religious doctrines, texts, laws and practices. Early criticism
originated in inter-faith polemics betweenAmong followers of Judaism, Jesus is viewed as having been the most
influential, and consequently, the most damaging of all false messiahs. However, sinceIslamicJewish relations started in
the 7th century AD with the origin and spread of Islam in the Because Islam and Judaism share a common origin in the
Middle East through Abraham, both are considered Abrahamic religions. There areIs Judaism a religion, a race, an
ethnic/cultural group, or something more?All the latest breaking news on Judaism. Browse The Independents complete
collection of articles and commentary on Judaism.This article discusses the historical roots of Judaism throughout the
1st millennium BCE. For the origins of the modern-day religion of Judaism, see Origins ofBlue in Judaism is used to
symbolise divinity, because blue is the color of the sky and sea. It can also represent equilibrium, since its hue suggests a
shadeIt encompasses the religion, philosophy and culture of the Jewish people. Judaism is considered by religious Jews
to be the expression of the covenant that God established with the Children of Israel. Judaism includes a wide corpus of
texts, practices, theological positions, and forms of organization.Judaism is the worlds oldest Abrahamic religion. There
are about 15 million followers who are called Jews. It is the oldest monotheistic religion, teaching the belief in one God.
Both Christianity and Islam have similarities with Judaism.Find out more about the history of Judaism, including videos,
interesting articles, pictures, historical features and more. Get all the facts on . - 6 min - Uploaded by Tom DriscollBrief
overview of Judaism featuring Mr. Cole Anderson (our Judaism expert)! This article looks at animal ethics from the
point of view of Judaism.All the latest news about Judaism from the BBC.
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